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ID Agent Recognized on 2017 Emerging Vendors List by CRN
ID Agent Emerging as Leader in Dark Web Monitoring and Identity Theft Protection Market
WASHINGTON, D.C. – July 24, 2017 – ID Agent, provider of Dark Web monitoring and identity theft
protection solutions, announced that CRN®, a brand of The Channel Company, has named the company to
its 2017 Emerging Vendors list in the Security category. The list recognizes recently founded, up-andcoming technology suppliers that are shaping the future of the IT channel through unique technological
innovations. In addition to celebrating these standout companies, the Emerging Vendors list serves as a
valuable resource for solution providers looking to expand their portfolios with cutting-edge technology.
This year, for the first time, the list is divided into seven categories: Cloud, Data Center, Security, Big
Data, Networking/VoIP, Internet of Things and Storage.
“This impressive group of technology supplier startups is already disrupting the status quo, aggressively
creating and innovating to meet the ever-changing demands of the IT market,” said Robert Faletra, CEO
of The Channel Company. “CRN’s 2017 Emerging Vendors represent the next generation of IT change
agents, producing a wide range of leading-edge products that solution providers should keep an eye on in
the coming year and beyond.”
CRN researched multiple companies to gain an understanding of the offerings provided by each.
Observations for ID Agent’s unique offering was the ease of staying in communication with the company
throughout the buying process, its support for implementing its platform, an empowerment kit available
to partners to help sell to third parties and its swift and useful sales support team.
“ID Agent is emerging as a leader in the Dark Web monitoring and identity theft protection market,” said
Kevin Lancaster, CEO of ID Agent. “We are happy that CRN has validated our position by listing us on
the 2017 Emerging Vendors list.”
The Emerging Vendors list is featured at www.crn.com/emergingvendors.
Follow The Channel Company: Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook
About The Channel Company
The Channel Company enables breakthrough IT channel performance with our dominant media, engaging
events, expert consulting and education, and innovative marketing services and platforms. As the channel
catalyst, we connect and empower technology suppliers, solution providers and end users. Backed by
more than 30 years of unequaled channel experience, we draw from our deep knowledge to envision
innovative new solutions for ever-evolving challenges in the technology marketplace.
www.thechannelco.com
About ID Agent
ID Agent provides a comprehensive set of threat intelligence and identity monitoring solutions to private
and public sector organizations and to millions of individuals impacted by cyber incidents. The
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company’s flagship product, Dark Web ID, combines human and sophisticated Dark Web intelligence
with search capabilities to identify, analyze and proactively monitor for compromised or stolen employee
and customer data. From monitoring your organization’s domain for compromised credentials to
deploying identity and credit management programs in order to protect your employees and the customers
you serve – ID Agent has the solution. For more information, visit: http://www.idagent.com or go to
LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook.
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